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Abstract. The Learning-by-Making program at the University of 
Tasmania, School of Architecture & Design is based on principles of 
experiential learning, community engagement and the importance of 
‘making’ in design education. The program has integrated a ‘home-
grown’ digital fabrication tool into its design/build repertoire. Many 
opportunities for creative engagement with educational and training 
institutions have emerged. The projects illustrated in the paper – in-
cluding an exhibition stand, an outdoor learning space, and several it-
erations of a transportable micro-dwelling – have been fabricated us-
ing a bespoke Sketchup plugin called ‘Superslob’. The plugin, 
designed with an emphasis on accessibility, transparency and reliabil-
ity, ignores the lure of algorithmic gymnastics and instead focuses on 
the mass-customisation potential of five simple jointing patterns ap-
plied to sheet materials. Case studies describe how, from this simple, 
open-ended premise, Superslob has provided a flexible and reliable 
tool to support vocational training and enable collaborative design 
with primary school students. The paper suggests how digital fabrica-
tion can support ‘making’ as a collaborative, creative and socially 
productive act, and reinforces the value of long-term community en-
gagement.  
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1. Introduction 

This paper reflects on project-based research into architectural applications 
of sheet-based digital fabrication. The projects described here belong to the 
School of Architecture & Design’s Learning-by-Making (LBM) program 
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(Burnham and Wallis, 2011), and involve collaboration with local education 
institutions, including primary schools and a vocational training organisa-
tion. The projects have used digital fabrication as a preferred design medi-
um, not because of its potential for complex form-making, but because digi-
tal fabrication provided opportunities to engage with young people in 
collaborative making. Significant social outcomes (including formal con-
struction training certificates) have been elevated to outcomes of an equal 
status with the architectural product. Predicting the positive social implica-
tions of a basic digital design tool for fabrication by a relatively low-skilled 
workforce, the School invested in the development of a custom ‘home-
grown’ software plugin. No suitable tool was currently available. The evolu-
tion of Sketchup Superslob has been discussed previously (Burnham and 
Tubby, 2012), but it is important to restate that the design of the software de-
liberately avoided parametric complexity and instead emphasised transpar-
ency and reliability. This paper focuses on the creative applications arising 
from the implementation of the software in two projects.  The Castle con-
structs mobile micro-dwellings for use as crisis-accommodation and delivers 
an accredited construction training experience for unemployed youth 
through the assembly of digitally cut plywood components using a rubber 
mallet, a battery powered screwdriver and a glue-gun (Burnham and Green, 
2011). The Outdoor Learning Space (OLS) project supports the learning and 
teaching of sustainability through the design, assembly and installation of 
interactive environments at primary schools.  

2. Digital Fabrication from Bottom-Up. 

It is apparent that the typical output of parametric-based digital fabrication 
has prioritised sculptural form-making. By contrast Sketchup Superslob is 
based on applying a limited palette of slot and tab connection patterns to or-
thogonal sheet-based components. (The name Superslob is based on ‘slob’ - 
a contraction of ‘slot & tab’). Its logic is embedded within the native logic of 
Sketchup, and like its host platform, the creative potential of the plugin has 
its origin in its naïve universality. It is not targeted at a specific design disci-
pline and is equally capable of being applied to a jewelry box or a building.  

Our initial interest in digital fabrication was in the potential for a low-
skilled workforce to assemble The Castle micro-dwelling with a rubber mal-
let and screws. At times this felt like a ‘dumbing-down’ of the act of assem-
bly – to reduce ‘making’ to a single repetitive and apparently thoughtless 
operation. There has been a sense of unease that we were conveniently 
avoiding the difficult and time-consuming aspects of traditional making, in-
stead reducing the creative act to screen-based design, pressing a button and 
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repeated use of a blunt implement.  It is evident that laser cutters have had 
led to a marked decline in the students’ ability to make a precise model by 
hand and the CNC router has dramatically reduced the use of hand-tools in 
construction. However, on the flip-side, the availability of laser cutters 
meant that more students were voluntarily making models and engaging in 
making. The two sides to this equation were highlighted when community 
groups, including primary school students, came into the School workshop 
and fabricated relatively complex objects within an hour or so. What are the 
implications for the ‘mindfulness’ of the making act when joints are always 
perfect and the essence of the designed object is reduced to a couple of 
clicks and a drag? At the same time it was hard to ignore the possibility that 
these satisfied designer-makers might be the ‘prosumers’ predicted by futur-
ologist Alvin Toffler in the Third Wave (1980).  

On further reflection we were able to articulate our concerns over digital 
fabrication as being the opacity of background computations and a rein-
forced hierarchy between designers and assemblers. In response, throughout 
the development of Superslob, we attempted to maintain a transparency that 
corresponds to a maker’s mindset. The simplicity of the plugin (which could 
be interpreted as a lack of sophistication) comes from a belief that more au-
tomation is not necessarily an advantage, that the design tool is accessible 
beyond an expert elite and that reliability is crucial to encouraging creative 
applications. Work experience trainees quickly gained confidence in the re-
petitive glue-tap-screw rhythm and derived satisfaction from the speed of 
component aggregation. 

While Superslob applies pre-designed joints and the CNC router cuts 
them, nuance and judgement remain surprisingly present in both the detailed 
design of connections and in the act of assembly. Design students have ap-
plied their existing Sketchup knowledge to extending the known limits of the 
plugin, as student Kyle Holmstrom describes:  

I feel it is this freedom of manipulation of Superslob’s parameters or 
base kit of parts which enables Superslob projects to display a much 
greater complexity and design nuance compared to what is typically 
evident in the majority of parametrically derived products.   

We have discovered that the apparently simple act of tapping together 
pieces of plywood with a rubber mallet involves a surprisingly high level of 
subtlety and haptic sensing. The sound coming from the impact of mallet on 
the component speaks of the tolerance between the components. Responding 
appropriately to the sound in the next impact requires a fine-tuning of subse-
quent muscular action, in terms of both direction and power.  
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Figure 1. Slot tests (left) and Superslob screen shot (right).  

If the making experience of the assembler is to be considered as crucial, 
the two parameters that need to be optimised are the specified tolerance be-
tween components (a Superslob setting) and the variation in material thick-
ness. We have discovered that a variation of 0.1mm can represent the differ-
ence between a rubber mallet and a sledgehammer and that plywood 
manufacturers cannot guarantee a variation of less than 0.5mm. Students 
have investigated how the detailed design of slots and tabs might facilitate 
an acceptable friction-fit across a broader range of material thickness varia-
tions (Figure 1). Reducing the surface area of contact between slot and tab 
helps considerably, either through introducing a wavy edge on the slot or 
through the use of custom tapered router bits on the tabs.  

3. Rethinking how to build with sheets  

Our forays into digital fabrication led us to rethink building practice in two 
fundamental ways; firstly to investigate a construction ‘grammar’ that opti-
mises the inherent qualities of sheet materials, and secondly to propose that 
the ‘efficiency’ of a structure should be considered as not only the ability to 
transfer loads efficiently, but to also support human habitation.  

3.1 OPTIMISTING THE VALUE OF SHEET MATERIALS 

One might have expected that the use of sheet materials for digital fabrica-
tion might have led to a shift in thinking around building construction. Typi-
cally however, projects that propose construction systems based on digital 
fabrication take two distinct approaches. The first approach - including Wik-
ihouse (2012) and Instant House (Sass, 2006) - transfer the ‘grammar’ of 
traditional frame constructions directly into a digital format. In essence they 
cut sheets into sticks and arrange them in traditional frame configurations, 
stud frame and post and beam. Sheets are then used to brace the frame.  

The second approach, represented by UK company FACIT, convert 
sheets into cassettes – boxes (usually filled with bulk insulation) that become 
floor, wall and roof elements.  In this arrangement the sheets are left funda-
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mentally intact to transfer loads, as well as working as a diaphragm. This ap-
proach seems a more efficient use of the material’s properties. We wondered 
if there were alternative approaches.  

3.2 CASTLE RETROSPECTIVE 

In Castle 3 (Figure 2) we used a single-skin diaphragm panel system, inte-
grating furniture elements into the internal face of the walls for stiffness, 
based on wind-load parameters provided by engineer Rod Neville. Thus the 
wall structure becomes the furniture and vice-versa – a strategy used by Shi-
geru Ban in his ‘Furniture House 1’ (2010) and generations of boat-builders 
before. The vertical flanges are integrated into furniture wherever possible.  

In Castle 5 we converted the vertical panels into horizontal ‘lifts’ or 
‘bands’ where stiffness was created by horizontal surfaces located at useful 
heights – sitting, bench, shelving and mezzanine floor. The single-skin wall 
is continuous, acts as a diaphragm and transfers vertical loads. We were able 
to eliminate almost all elements that were purely structural – almost every 
component was ‘useful’ as either spatial enclosure or as furniture. There was 
no independent structural frame. Twelve Castle 5s were assembled under a 
DEEWR funded training program (Burnham and Green, 2011). However, 
the efficiency of the structure did not transfer into efficient component nest-
ing or to a long-term viable approach to external finishing. 

 

   
Figure 2. Castle 3 Panelised structure (left), Castle 5 folding (centre) and Castle 8 plywood 

carcass (right – image courtesy Kyle Holmstrom).   

4. Learning about Grillage  

While the design development of The Castle was temporarily ‘on pause’ two 
opportunities arose to test the versatility of Superslob and to specifically ex-
plore the creative opportunities of grillage construction. The School had 
some prior experience of working with grillage in timber design workshops, 
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as well as with SketchChair (which uses grillage as its primary assembly 
grammar) and early sculptural experiments with Rhino/Grasshopper. 

4.1 DESIGN:MADE:TRADE 

The School was commissioned by the Tasmanian Design Alliance to design 
and assemble an exhibition stand for Tasmanian designers (from jewelers to 
furniture-makers) to display their work at the ‘Design:Made:Trade 2012’ ex-
hibition in Melbourne (Figure 3). The stand, described in more detail in Loy 
and Anchor (2013), used horizontal display and storage surfaces connected 
into a continuous wall or backboard. In essence the stand was a highly opti-
mised grillage bookcase. The student designers found that the closed grillage 
structure was conceptually appropriate for display, providing storage as well 
as a structural basis for the cantilevers.  

The student group found that the most effective way to design collabora-
tively was by projecting the Superslob model onto a screen. Ideas from 
members of the design team could be put forward, tested, discussed and ei-
ther integrated or rejected in ‘real-time’. This dynamic mode of group de-
signing could only work with a predictable and transparent design tool. 
Physical models were useful throughout in assessing component assembly.   

     
Figure 3. Exhibition stand commissioned by the Tasmanian Design Alliance (left), Trevallyn 

Primary School Outdoor Learning Space (right - image courtesy Nick Taranto) .  

4.2 TREVALLYN OUTDOOR LEARNING SPACE 

Trevallyn Primary School students and undergraduate architecture students 
worked together on the design for an outdoor shade and shelter structure 
through a series of model-making workshops. Based on aspirations for col-
our, patterns, movable seating, recycling and integrated planting into the 
structure standard HDPE milkcrates were adopted as a primary building 
component. Engineer Rod Neville confirmed our belief that the base of a a 
milkcrate could, if mechanically attached into an armature, contribute to the 
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bracing of the structure. Digitally manufactured grillage, constructed from 
12mm ACQ/H3 plywood provided an armature for the milkcrates (Figure 3 
and Figure 4).  

4.3 DIGITAL FABRICATION – MORE OF A MEANS TO AN END? 

The possibilities of combining digitally fabricated structures with non-digital 
building technologies (or recyclable ‘universal’ objects) raised an interesting 
question. Rather than digital fabrication being an end in itself, perhaps a le-
gitimate role for digital fabrication might be to provide a ‘platform’ for dis-
playing a range of diverse design identities? Wallis and Woodward (2010) 
noted how the digitally fabricated structure of the Chesa Futura apartments 
designed by Sir Norman Foster provides a frame for the hand-split shingle 
cladding. In a similar way the grillage of the Trevallyn Primary School OLS 
provides a platform for a unique architectural identity based around the mul-
tiple utilities of the milkcrate. The ability to overlay a digitally fabricated 
structure with secondary/tertiary components that come from a very different 
cultural or technological origin offers substantial creative opportunities. The 
milkcrates provide colour, shade and intricate shadows cast by the variety of 
base patterns. 

While the milkcrates placed restrictions on the complexity of the grillage 
form, the conceptual simplicity of a grillage structure could be successfully 
and accurately transferred into scale model components. Through the models 
primary school students were able to collaborate with architecture students 
and be actively involved in the design. Students found that grillage fulfilled a 
variety of playful roles, including opportunities to climb (up to a safe height) 
and creating apertures for children to hide in and crawl through.  

4.4 GRILLAGE ACCESSORIES 

Two custom ‘accessories’ were required to optimise the Trevallyn grillage 
structure. When using grillage panels as a floor or roof (ie. in horizontal ori-
entation) it is necessary to prevent the loose ends of the halving joint from 
separating under tension. Without such restraint the span of the panel is ef-
fectively halved. Custom aluminium ‘clips’ were fabricated in order to main-
tain the orthogonal relation between components. We are currently testing a 
self-locking plywood clip that requires no mechanical fasteners.  

A study of milk-crates discovered that there was a 1% variation in the 
base dimensions of the milkcrates, as well as significant differences in the 
patterns of the crate’s framing elements.  These variations complicated the 
design of a universal fixing.  The common feature in the milkcrates was an 
indent in the external edges of the crate base. A tapered hardwood timber 
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wedge, located by a recess cut in the grillage, accommodated the variation in 
milk-crate dimensions. The wedge and crates are fixed into the grillage with 
a bolt and large red custom HDPE washers. Both the wedge and the washers 
provide contribute to the visual composition of the structure. The wedge also 
provides a fixing point for the roof sheeting.   

 
Figure 4. Trevallyn OLS milkcrate wall (left), milkcrate with HDPE washers (centre) and 

overall view of Trevallyn OLS structure (right).  

5. Applying new knowledge into Castle 8 

The current iteration of The Castle has learnt from its predecessors in the fol-
lowing ways: to develop a more practical on-road/lived-in transformation; a 
slim and lightweight insulated cavity wall construction; to ensure that the en-
tire structure could be assembled from a kit; and to develop strategies to sig-
nificantly reduce plywood waste.  

5.1 DYNAMIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

The Castle aspires to achieve both lived-in spatial generosity and on-road 
registration compliance. The significance of registration lies in the conven-
ience of no special on-road requirements and that the structure is covered by 
Australian Standards relating to caravans and recreational vehicles. The 
unique and dramatic folding mechanism developed for Castle 5 has been re-
placed by a more conventional operation where half of the structure slides 
750mm, creating apertures for a door and a window. In addition the roof ro-
tates from a closed box-like profile into an open pitched profile.  The sliding 
mechanism is based on telescopic steel RHS sections whose movement is 
controlled by bearings. Movement is also controlled by eight heavy-duty 
drawer slides. The roof is operated by gas struts.  

5.2. THE STRUCTURE AND WALL CONSTRUCTION 

Each section of the structure needs to be sufficiently stiff in order to main-
tain its structural and dimensional integrity during the dynamic transfor-
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mations. Grillage, applied internally, provides substantial stiffness as well as 
providing shelving, storage boxes, seating and benches. The dimension of 
the 288mm grillage cell balanced the needs of structure, sheet nesting and 
the everyday usage of the cells. In places the regularity of the grillage pauses 
to facilitate the sliding operation and create extended horizontal surfaces.   

The assembly of the wall is driven by four criteria: to increase the insulat-
ing capacity, ensure adequate ventilation to the external surface of the ply-
wood carcass, maintain low weight and allow options for the rainscreen. 
Two cavities – one on the external side the plywood carcass and one on the 
interior of the cladding - are separated by 15mm extruded polystyerene. The 
cavities are created by the use of 150mm diameter HDPE ‘buttons’, distrib-
uted evenly around the wall and threaded onto stainless steel bolts (Figure 
5). The options for the rainscreen include vinyl ‘truck siding’, aluminium 
sheet or marine-grade plywood, all of which can be attached by means of a 
stainless steel ‘hexhead’ nut on the bolt. The vinyl will be attached like a 
curtain, on aluminium rope-track sections top and bottom.  
 

     
Figure 5. Castle 8 button layout (left), external skin assembly (centre), C8 red-penning during 

prototype assembly (right – image courtesy Kyle Holmstrom).   

5.3 ASSEMBLY 

The plywood carcass of the Castle 8 prototype, comprising 172 components 
cut from 75 sheets of plywood and assembled with four tubes of AVS polyu-
rethane glue and 2048 screws, was assembled in ten days by two students. At 
least two days could be accounted for in discovering, documenting and cor-
recting around a hundred minor design issues (tabs blocking component in-
sertion, missing pilot holes and variations in material thickness). While an 
order of assembly was proposed based on the models, the order was modi-
fied several times at full scale to take account of access and logic. Once this 
order has been verified step-by step instructions are produced directly from 
the Sketchup model.  
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6. Models 

Model-making has always played a fundamental role in the LBM program, 
the belief being that ‘making’ promotes design thinking and communicates 
more effectively than traditional orthogonal graphic representations. More 
specifically sketch models stimulate spontaneous and diverse interpretation 
while detailed models represent the information required to build at full-
scale. Digital design has further emphasised the role of the model in LBM 
studios and those made with Superslob have raised some interesting ques-
tions and opportunities.  

6.1. PRECISION 

Digital models accurately predict the implications of the design at full-scale, 
in terms of form, connections and assembly process. While precise models 
are extremely helpful in detailing there is a danger that early in the design 
process precision can be misinterpreted as resolution and not requiring criti-
cal rethinking or modification. Students are encouraged to ‘red-pen’ or mod-
ify digital models at any stage of the design. The use of models in determin-
ing the optimal assembly sequence cannot be underestimated.  

6.2. MODELKITS 

The precision, reliability and replicability of digital fabrication has been har-
nessed in the development of model-kits, used as a medium in collaborative 
design workshops with primary school students. Model-kit designs are based 
on the following criteria: ease of assembly and disassembly; ability to de-
scribe both object and space; inter-connectivity with universal objects (eg. 
straws, cocktail sticks etc); and transference to full-scale construction. The 
grillage-based model-kit used in the Trevallyn OLS was particularly strong 
on ‘transference’. Students assembled strips of laser-cut cardboard grillage 
into panels at a scale of 1:10, creating patterns and apertures. The school 
students could see that the visual and material texture of their vision had 
been directly transferred into the constructed reality.  

6.3 DOCUMENTATION 

Sketchup incorporates several features that support documentation from a 
Superslob digital model. The most useful features are the ability to animate 
the assembly process and through the Layout extension produce ‘Lego-style’ 
step-by-step assembly instructions of the object. The composition of assem-
bly instructions, associated with numerically referenced components, adhere 
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to principles of ‘poke-yoke’, the Japanese art of mistake-proofing production 
processes.  

7. Waste Reduction 

Several strategies have been developed to reduce material waste. Efficient 
nesting is largely the result of a judicious choice of Superslob module, the 
elimination of complex shapes and the inclusion of components from ‘op-
portunist’ secondary objects within the cutting file.  

7.1. MODULE SELECTION 

A Superslob module is selected to optimise design requirements  - structure 
and commodity - and nesting efficiency. The Trevallyn OLS module of 
97.3mm accommodated the milk-crate (x4= 373.2mm) in the component 
length and nesting efficiency (x3=291.9) in the depth of the component. The 
Castle 8 module of 144mm struck a balance between nesting efficiency and 
the requirements of the habitable surfaces (eg. 288mm for a shelf and 
576mm for a bench). Both of these projects resulted in material wastage of 
around 15%.  
 

   
Figure 6. Superslob digital model (left), Castool (centre) and imprint from laser cutter base 

after cutting C8 models (right).  

7.2. CUT-OUTS AND OPPORTUNIST OBJECTS 

Internal shapes cut from within individual components can be designed to be 
utilised elsewhere in the project. The 234 discs cut to make ‘lightening 
holes’ in the Trevallyn structure, were used to make threaded rod columns. 
‘Opportunist objects’ are designed items whose components are included 
within the cutting file, using what would otherwise be waste material. These 
objects have included accessories for assisting in the assembly process - ‘de-
swarfers’ (devices for removing the plywood swarf left in the slots after 
CNC cutting) and temporary supports used to hold lintels in place while 
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beams are assembled above. Kyle Holmstrom and Philippa Grainger de-
signed ‘The Castool’ to utilise the waste in the Castle 8 nested sheets. Twen-
ty stools were sold to a local farmers market.   

8. Conclusion 

The most important lessons that we have learnt from these forays into digital 
fabrication is that creativity with these technologies is not restricted to ex-
pressive form-making or to expert users. Superslob has demonstrated that 
orthogonal connections with a limited palette of materials and jointing sys-
tems are as not restrictive as we initially presumed. The creative potential 
lies in the careful choice of the Superslob module, the nuanced manipulation 
of the component configuration and the ways in which digitally fabricated 
components can be combined or overlaid with technologies of an entirely 
different origin. However the fundamental aspect of the process on which all 
creative applications depend is the reliability and predictability of the as-
sembly process. Achieving a balance between structural snugness and de-
light for the assembler will continue to be a focus in future projects, as will 
the clear communication of how components are to be assembled. Time will 
tell whether the scope of Superslob’s creative output has now been reached 
or whether the release of the plugin will result in unforseen outcomes.      
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